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ABSTRACT

Local sea-level changes deviate from the global mean and unforced variability often masks sea-level changes driven by

greenhouse forcing. Both cause difficulties when local observations are compared to projections. We present two analyses of

local sea level aiming at improving understanding local causes of sea-level rise and variability. First, we analyse local sea-level

budgets at 557 tide-gauge locations from 1993-2019. On average, the sum of contributing processes explains 49% of the

observed inter-annual variance. Sterodynamic processes explain most of the variability. The average observed trend is 2.6

mm yr−1 with contributors summing up to 2.7 mm yr−1. Secondly, we extrapolate the current trajectory of sea-level rise and

estimate how unforced variability can mask or exaggerate future long-term sea-level changes. Unforced variability can cause

sea-level changes up to multiple decimeters on 30-year time scales, and the differences between projections and the trajectory

are thus generally not significant.

Introduction

Global sea level has been rising over the past decades with an accelerating rate1, but local sea levels often deviate from this

global mean2. Because local sea level is generally the quantity of interest for coastal planners3, understanding the causes and

future of local sea-level rise is of high importance. To make accurate projections of local sea level, a complete picture of

the underlying local processes is needed. Furthermore, unforced variability also cause sea-level changes, which can hide or

exaggerate the underlying long-term sea-level rise due to greenhouse forcing4. With unforced variability, we refer to sea-level

variations, either global or local, that are not caused by greenhouse forcing5. In this paper, we present a set of tools that can

help with these open questions. We present an analysis of the local sea-level budget at 557 tide-gauge locations, which gives

insight into local processes that cause sea-level changes, and can tell whether these known processes explain the observations.

Secondly, we compute the present-day long-term trajectory of sea-level rise and analyse the extent of which unforced variability

can hide or exaggerate longer-term sea-level changes in the coming few decades.

The causes of global-mean sea level change have been reasonably understood6, but for local sea level, the driving processes

behind the observed variability and trends are often still uncertain7. Among others, reasons for this uncertainty are local

processes that can vary over small spatial scales that are difficult to measure and model, such as local ocean dynamic effects

and local vertical land motion8. Comparing the observed sea-level trends and variability to the sum of estimates of the

known underlying processes can shed light on the nature of these sea-level changes. This budget approach has been used for

example to estimate how open-ocean variability affects coastal sea levels9 and to infer visco-elastic properties of the solid

Earth underneath the U.S. East Coast10. Because of these hard-to-quantify processes a comprehensive explanation of observed

sea-level trends and variability over the last few decades has only been achieved for a limited set of locations, such as the

European and US Atlantic coasts10–12. Over the last few years, significant progress has been made on this issue: the longer-term

observed trends can now be explained at most tide-gauge locations, albeit with substantial margins of uncertainty2, 13. Finally,

reasonable agreement has been found between regional sea-level projections from the IPCC AR5 report14 and long-term trends

in observations15. However, a complete assessment of the local sea-level budget that assesses both trends and inter-annual

variability is still missing to the best of our knowledge.

Another challenge that is related to the aforementioned budget problem, is to separate inter-annual, decadal, and multi-
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Figure 1. An example trajectory computation for the Vlissingen tide gauge. The blue line shows observed annual-mean sea

level. The black line is the median trajectory, and the shade is the 5th-95th percentile due to uncertainties in the trajectory. The

blue shade shows the combined uncertainty due to trajectory uncertainty and unforced variability. The thin colored lines depict

a few random realizations of the trajectory and unforced variability. The bar graphs on the right show the median trajectory

extrapolation for a specific year, with respect to mean sea level during 2001-2020, as well as the trajectory uncertainty and

unforced variability range.

decadal variability that is not linked to climatic forcing, from long-term forced sea-level changes and other stable processes,

like glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA). This unforced variability can suppress or add to the trends and acceleration in observed

sea levels4, even on centennial time scales16. Due to this unforced variability, future local sea-level trends and accelerations can

deviate from projected sea levels. By quantifying this variability and the long-term trend and acceleration, we can assess a

likely range of future sea-level change and determine whether any deviation from sea-level projections is significant or can still

be attributed to unforced variability.

Here, we assess both issues: we estimate the sea-level budget at 557 tide-gauge locations and determine whether the

estimated sum of contributors can explain the observed trend and inter-annual variability during 1993-2019. This time frame

has been chosen because it coincides with the period for which the ECCO framework (see Methods) provides estimates of

sterodynamic sea level. This work is an extension of sea-level budget analysis from ref.12, which analysed the contributors to

the observed sea-level trends along the U.S. coastlines. Here, we expand this analysis to a global set of coastal locations and

analyse the annual time series to determine the extent of which we understand inter-annual variability. Furthermore, we present

an estimate of the present-day trajectories of local sea level. With trajectory, we mean the trend and acceleration in observed

sea level since 1970. We estimate the trajectory at each of the 557 tide-gauge locations and determine the variability around this

trajectory. We extrapolate the trajectory and generate random realizations of the variability to estimate the likely range of future

sea-level change. These extrapolated trajectories can serve as an estimate of how sea level will change if it keeps following

the same pathway as over the last few decades. We compare these trajectories with the projections of local sea level from the

IPCC AR6 WG1 report17, 18 to determine whether the projected sea-level changes in the coming decades are in line with the

extrapolation of the present-day trajectories, or whether coastal communities can expect a deviation from the current trajectory.

The presence of unforced sea-level variability has two consequences for estimating the trajectory and its extrapolation: First,

the unforced variability affects the estimated trend and acceleration, which causes uncertainty in the extrapolated trajectory,

and secondly, future variability will lead to departures from this trajectory. Together, these effects will create an envelope of

possible sea-level changes about the estimated trajectory. We account for both processes, and assess each effect separately.

Figure 1 depicts an example of this trajectory, and how unforced variability affects the estimated trajectory and can lead to

deviations from the trajectory in the future.

Results

The sea-level budget

Figure 2 shows the sea-level budget for four locations for which the sum of contributors explains the observed trends and

variability well. For each of the four locations, the year-to-year variability due to vertical land motion and GIA is zero, because
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Figure 2. Example sea-level budget time series and trends. Each line shows annual-mean sea level, and each bar shows the

linear trend over 1993-2019. For processes where we have an estimate of the uncertainty (GIA, contemporary GRD, and VLM)

the shading shows the 5-95% confidence interval. The black lines in the bar graphs also show the 5-95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3. Statistics of the inter-annual variability after de-trending all the time series. Top panels show the correlation

coefficient, and the bottom panels show the explained fraction of variance (R2).

we model them as a linear trend. The inter-annual variability due to barystatic sea level and associated FGSLcontemporary

geoid, rotation, and deformation (GRD) effects is also small. For all four stations, except Brest, ocean dynamics are the

dominant cause of inter-annual variability. This behaviour is in line with what is seen on a global scale from altimetry, where

ocean dynamic processes and associated teleconnection patterns explain the vast majority of inter-annual variability19, 20. The

causes of this variability vary from place to place, and can be associated with various phenomena. In the example stations

shown here, the anti-correlated patterns visible for San Francisco and Kwajalein, which are in the East- and West-Pacific

oceans, are related to a large-scale mode of sea-level variability linked to ENSO and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation21. For

Brest, interannual sea-level variability has been linked to wind-driven coastally-trapped waves that cause spatially-coherent

sea-level fluctuations along the Northeast Atlantic coasts22.

In contrast to the other three stations in Figure 2, the inverted barometer effect explains a substantial fraction of the observed

interannual variability in Brest. For most other stations, the impact of the inverted barometer effect on annual sea level is

typically small: Figure 3 shows that the sum of contributors typically explain a substantial part of the variability: the median

fraction of explained variance (R2) of de-trended sea-level observations is 49%. Sterodynamic effects as simulated with ECCO

have a median R2 of 34%, while the inverse barometer effect has a median R2 of just 1 %. The fraction of explained variance of

observed sea-level variability in Figure 3 varies considerably: islands and eastern ocean boundaries show a higher correlation

and fraction of explained variance than western ocean boundaries, which might be explained by the strongly eddying western

boundary currents, which the ECCO model resolution is too coarse to explicitly resolve for.

While the inter-annual variability after de-trending is dominated by sterodynamic effects and for a few locations by the

inverse barometer effect, the causes of the linear trend over 1993-2019 are more diverse. The example stations in Figure 2

show that all processes together explain the observed trend, with no single process standing out as the most influential factor.

Vertical land motion and sterodynamic effects vary the most between these stations, while GIA and contemporary GRD effects

are relatively similar among stations. This is a consequence of how budget has been constructed, as explained in the Methods

section: the GIA and contemporary GRD effects only represent geocentric sea level (GSL). Because GSL does not include

sea-level changes induced by solid-Earth deformation, which determines most of the spatial variations in GRD relative sea level

(RSL) patterns, they only have limited spatial variations. This limited spread is visible in Figure 4: most spatial variations in the

sum of contributing processes can be tied to vertical land motion and sterodynamic processes.

Vertical land motion is responsible for the low trends in Northern Europe and Alaska. The uplift in this region is tied to

GIA23 and mass loss of the Alaskan glaciers24. The residual subsidence in Australia has been observed in other studies as well,

but the causes of it are still unknown25. The residual subsidence along the US East and Gulf coasts has been linked to both GIA

and local processes, such as sediment compaction and groundwater extraction26, 27. The spatial variability in the ocean dynamic

trends also reflect some well-known patterns, such as the low trends in large parts of the Pacific21, and high trends along the US

Atlantic and Gulf coasts12. Often, the physical processes and the attribution of these regional sea-level trends to either unforced

variability or a forced response to greenhouse gas forcings are not yet fully understood. For example, the causes and spatial

patterns of dynamic sea level along the US East Coasts are still being discussed28, 29.
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Figure 4. Linear trends (1993-2019) in observed sea level (panel a), the budget components (panels d-f), their sum (panel b),

and the unexplained residual trend (panel c). The trend in panel d shows the sum of GIA and contemporary GRD, and panel f

shows the sum of sterodynamic sea-level variations and the IB effect. Note that the color scale differs for each row and column.

Trajectories and projections

Figure 5 shows the median sea-level trajectory extrapolated to 2025, 2030 and 2050, as well as the spread (defined here as the

difference between the 5th and 95th percentile) due to uncertainties in the trajectory and due to unforced variability. Akin to the

observed trends over 1993-2019 (Figure 4), the extrapolated trajectories show a substantial spread, with some regional patterns

emerging. Along the US East and Gulf coasts and the Western Pacific, the mean trajectory points at a large sea-level rise, while

it points at a limited rise for Northern Europe and Alaska.

The uncertainties in the trajectory are substantial: in 2025, the spread due to uncertainties in the extrapolated trajectory (the

grey area in Figure 1) is still limited to a few cm for most places. However, inter-annual variability results in a much higher total

spread in expected sea level (the blue area in Figure 1). That means that for many locations, a sea-level drop in 2025 relative

to the 2001-2020 mean is within the expected range of unforced variability. For 2030 and 2050, the trajectory uncertainty

becomes the dominant cause of the total spread. Annual-mean sea level in 2050 could still be below the 2001-2020 mean within

the 5-95th percentile for 198 out of 557 locations. The opposite is also possible: annual-mean sea levels of multiple decimeters

above the mean trajectories in 2050 do not point at a significant deviation from these trajectories. This again points out that

unforced variability can mask out underlying sea-level rise for multiple decades at many places.

To determine whether the present-day trajectory is representative of longer-term sea-level changes as projected from

physical models, we compared the extrapolated trajectories with the projections from the IPCC AR6 report. Figure 6 shows

whether the extrapolated trajectories are within the range of the AR6 projections in 2050, and which SSP scenario is closest

to the trajectory in 2050. This comparison can inform coastal communities on whether the observed sea-level trajectory is

likely to change to meet specific projections. For example, for many European locations, the trajectory matches the SSP 1.19

scenario, which suggests that when emissions and greenhouse gas concentrations will follow a higher pathway, these locations

can expect a larger acceleration in future sea level than currently observed. The opposite happens along most United States

coastlines, where the present-day trajectory most closely aligns to the high-end SSP 5.85 scenario.

For 141 out of 557 stations, the trajectory diverges significantly from all scenarios in 2050 (Diamonds and squares in Figure

6). Most of these stations are in regions where local processes cause non-linear vertical land motion, which is not included

in the AR6 projections18. For example, stations along the South-eastern Pacific coast and in Japan are affected by tectonic

activity. Stations in the Arctic region close to glaciers that show accelerating mass loss will be affected by large uplift signals24.

For some other stations, it might point at large multi-decadal variability patterns that are not well represented by a first-order

autoregressive process.

The results from Figure 6 might trigger the question whether the observations and trajectory can be used to assess the

likelihood of specific sea-level scenarios and to assess the quality of these projections. As shown in Figure 7, the median

trajectories often do not align with the scenarios, but most scenarios fall within the uncertainty range of the trajectory. For

Vlissingen (Figure 7a), the scenarios show an acceleration that is not reproduced by the median trajectory, but due to the

uncertainties in that trajectory, the actual presence of a long-term acceleration hidden underneath unforced variability can not be

ruled out. The opposite situation can be seen in Galveston (Figure 7b) and Montevideo (Figure 7c): here the median trajectory
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Figure 6. Comparison of extrapolated trajectories and sea-level projections from the IPCC AR6 under various SSP scenarios

for the year 2050. A blue square denotes a location at which the trajectory is significantly (90% C.I.) below the lowest scenario

in 2050. A red diamond denotes a location where the trajectory gives a significantly (90% C.I.) higher sea level than the highest

scenario. The color of the circles shows the scenario that is closest to the extrapolated scenario in 2050.
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shows a stronger acceleration and higher sea level than all the AR6 scenarios. However, uncertainties again show that the

present trajectory does not significantly deviate from the scenarios. For Montevideo, the large interannual variability combined

with gaps in the tide-gauge record cause a large range of uncertainty in the record. In Rikitea (Figure 7d), the median lower-end

scenarios fall outside the trajectory range. This might be caused by multi-decadal variability on time scales longer than the

50-year records used here that leaks into the estimated trend and acceleration. Furthermore, the projections themselves also

have an uncertainty range, which is not shown in Figure 7, and in the case of Rikitea, no scenario deviates significantly from

the trajectory when taking both trajectory and scenario uncertainty into account.

Discussion

In this study we have analysed two subjects. First, we estimated the local sea-level budget at 557 tide gauges during 1993-2019.

Secondly, we computed the present-day trajectory from observations and extrapolated this trajectory into the future.

We find that recent estimates of the contributing factors of sea level explain a large fraction of the observed trends and

inter-annual variability over 1993-2019. This conclusion is in line with the recent study from13, which also reports closure

of the sea-level budget, albeit over a different period (1958-2015 versus 1993-2019 here). Our sum of contributors has a

mean trend of 2.7 mm yr−1 versus 2.6 mm yr−1 for the tide-gauge observations. The sum of contributors explains 49% of the

observed variance (Figure 3). Sterodynamic sea-level variations are by far the largest contributor to interannual variability,

with a small fraction explained by the inverse barometer effect. In contrast, the observed linear trend is often explained by a

combination of different processes, and is not dominated by one single process (Figure 4).

Despite the progress in understanding the local sea-level budget, many knowledge gaps, unexplained residual trends, and

residual variability remain. Its causes differ from place to place and are often not fully understood. Among possible candidates

are vertical land motion, whose estimate is often hindered due to a lack of observations and the lack of a geodetic tie between

the tide gauge and the GPS receiver30. Understanding how ocean dynamics affect coastal sea level also remains a knowledge

gap: for many coastal locations, the sum of contributors only explains a limited fraction of the total inter-annual variance

(Figure 3), which suggests that a large fraction of sterodynamic sea-level variability in observed sea level remains un-explained

by the budget.

The extrapolated trajectory and the likely range of future sea-level change under this extrapolated trajectory again highlight

that unforced variability can hide or exaggerate the underlying long-term sea-level changes for the coming decades. The

comparison of the extrapolated trajectory to the IPCC AR6 projections in Figure 6 shows that most trajectories are either

tracking the lowest (SSP1.19) or highest (SSP5.85) scenario. Given that both scenarios require either a radical decarbonization

or have emissions way above international agreements, a scenario in the middle has a more likely outcome31. That means, it is

not unlikely for these locations to see a shift of the present trajectory: either a higher acceleration for the stations that track

the SSP1.19 scenario or are even below that, and a slowdown for the stations that track SSP5.85. However, due to the large

range of unforced variability, a shift of the trajectory can be difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish from this variability, as

can be seen from Figure 7. For most of the 141 stations where the trajectory significantly deviates from any scenario, local

processes that are not modelled in the scenarios or act on very small spatial scales, such as tectonic activity or complex land

motion patterns close to melting glaciers, likely contribute to this mismatch.

The trajectory uncertainties are generally too large to infer issues with the sea-level scenarios: Figure 7 shows some

examples of stations where the mean trajectory diverges from the mean scenarios, but the scenarios fall within uncertainties

in the trajectories. Therefore, directly comparing observations to trajectories without taking the full uncertainties in the

observations into account could lead to false conclusions about issues with the scenarios.

To assist coastal planners, local communities, and other interested people, with an assessment of local sea level, we

generated a single-page overview for each tide-gauge station that shows the local tide-gauge observations, the components of

the sea-level budget, and the trajectory and projections for each tide-gauge location. We also provide a range of sea level in

2030 and 2050 under the trajectories and for the SSP scenarios.

Methods

In this paper, we use two distinct concepts: the-sea level budget, where we compare time series of observed sea level to estimates

of the underlying processes, and the present-day trajectory of sea level, which we extrapolate and compare to physics-based

sea-level projections. We assess the local sea-level budget over 1993-2019 and compute the trajectory over 1970-2050. In

this section, we first discuss the methods behind the sea-level budget analysis, and then we show how we derive the sea-level

trajectories.

The sea-level budget
For the sea-level budget, we compare tide-gauge observations ηT G to the sum of underlying processes ηsum. Here we consider

the following processes: ηGIA are sea-level variations due to glacial isostatic adjustment. ηbGRD are sea-level variations due

8/13



Figure 8. Locations of the 557 tide-gauge stations used in this study

to barystatic processes (i.e. global-mean sea-level changes due to water added and/or removed from the global oceans) and

the local sea-level changes due to geoid, rotation, and deformation (GRD) effects induced by the barystatic changes32. ηIB

is the inverse barometer (IB) effect, which is the static response of sea level to atmospheric pressure variations33. ηV LM are

sea-level variations due to vertical land motions: tide gauges measure relative sea level (RSL), which is sea level relative to

the solid Earth. This implies that when the solid Earth moves vertically, the tide gauge will register this motion as a sea-level

change in the opposite direction. ηST D are sea-level variations due to sterodynamic processes: the combined effects of global

thermosteric expansion and local ocean dynamics.

ηsum,T G = ηGIA +ηbGRD +ηST D +ηIB +ηV LM (1)

The choice to include ηV LM in Equation 1 has the consequence that VLM induced by GIA and contemporary GRD effects are

included in the ηV LM term and we should use the GSL effects due to GIA and contemporary GRD effects in this equation. For

each of these terms, and for the observations, we compute annual-mean values.

To compute trends, we assume that all time series exhibit first-order autoregressive noise. We estimate the spectral properties

of the noise and generate 100 random realizations of the noise using the Hector software34. We then add this noise to the time

series and estimate the trend through each ensemble member, which provides the mean and standard error of the trends and

accelerations. For ηGIA and ηV LM , for which we only have an estimate of the linear trend, we use the trends directly without the

aforementioned procedure.

Sea-level observations and atmospheric data

For the budget and trajectory analysis, we use annual-mean tide-gauge observations from the Permanent Service for Mean Sea

Level35, 36 over 1970-2020. We have selected all stations that have more than 20 years of data since 1993. We disregarded all

years that are flagged for quality control issues. This procedure gives a total of 557 stations, shown in Figure 8.

To compute the inverted barometer (IB) effect33, we have used the ERA5 atmospheric reanalysis37, which provides zonal

and meridional winds and sea-level pressure. We computed the subsequent IB response using the standard relation from33.

The zonal and meridional wind estimates used in the trajectory assessment are also from the ERA5 reanalysis. We sample the

pressure and wind fields at the nearest ocean grid cell to each tide gauge.

To estimate the effects of large-scale teleconnection patterns on sea-level variability, we use the Multivariate ENSO index

(MEI), the Pacific Decadal Oscillation index (PDO), and the North Atlantic Oscillation index (NAO). We computed annual-mean

indices from the monthly indices from NOAA. The NAO, PDO, and MEI are often used as a proxy for large-scale unforced

variability in sea level38, 39.

Barystatic processes, glacial isostatic adjustment, and vertical land motion

We estimate local sea-level changes and their uncertainties due to barystatic processes using the ensemble from6. This ensemble

combines multiple in-situ estimates of barystatic sea-level changes before 2003, with observations from the GRACE and

GRACE-Follow On gravimetry missions afterwards. From these barystatic estimates, regional sea-level variations due to GRD

effects have been computed using the elastic sea-level equation solver as described in6. To assess sea-level observations from

tide gauges corrected for VLM, we have to use the GSL GRD patterns. To obtain these GSL fields, we take the sum of the

RSL and VLM fields. For this study, we have extended the record to 2019 using mass-change observations from the GRACE

Follow-On satellite mission.

For GIA, we use the ensemble of estimates from23. This ensemble consists of sea-level and land-motion estimates that have

been derived by perturbing ice histories and solid-earth properties and estimating the likelihood of each member by comparing
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the solution to a wide array of observations. Here, we randomly select 100 members of this ensemble. We then compute local

geocentric sea-level trends by adding up the RSL and VLM trends.

For our local VLM estimates, we use the GPS imaging estimates from the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory database40.

Sterodynamic sea-level changes

Sterodynamic sea-level changes represent the combined effects of global thermosteric expansion and local ocean dynamics32.

To estimate local sterodynamic sea-level variations, we separately estimate global thermosteric expansion and local ocean

dynamics, following12. We obtain global thermosteric expansion from gridded observations of ocean subsurface temperatures.

Following the procedure explained in6, we use subsurface temperature estimates from three sources: the first is EN4 version

4.2.141. The second dataset comes from42, and the final estimate comes from43. From the subsurface temperature field, we

compute density variations with respect to the product climatology using the TEOS-10 Gibbs Seawater equations44. These

density variations are then translated into global-mean steric height variations. We take the mean of the three estimates (The

EN4 estimate is the mean of each of the two XBT-bias-corrected estimates) to obtain annual-mean global-mean thermosteric

variations. We do not consider global halosteric effects, which should be negligibly small on global scales32.

For the dynamic part, we use the ECCO version 4 release 5 alpha ocean state estimate45, 46. ECCO is an ocean state

estimate, which uses the MITgcm ocean model, a wide array of observations, and an adjoint-based data assimilation approach

to estimate a time-varying ocean state that strictly satisfies the physical constraints of the ocean model while being constrained

by observations. ECCO version 4 release 5 has been run on a 1-degree horizontal resolution. From this state estimate, we use

the dynamic sea-level fields, which represent sea-level variability due to ocean dynamics. For consistency with our definition of

sterodynamic effects, we set the global-mean of the dynamic fields to zero. We then sample the dynamic field at the nearest

ocean grid cell to the tide gauge, and add the global-mean thermosteric expansion.

Sea-level trajectories and projections

The sea-level trajectories we describe here are an estimate of the observed trend and acceleration at a specific tide-gauge

location. We extrapolate this trend and acceleration forward to 2050 to assess future sea level rise if this trajectory is maintained

over the coming decades. The presence of unforced sea-level variability has two important consequences for estimating the

trajectory and its extrapolation:

1. The unforced variability affects the estimated trend and acceleration, which causes uncertainty in the extrapolated

trajectory.

2. The future variability will lead to departures from this trajectory.

Together, these effects will create an envelope of possible sea-level changes about the estimated trajectory. Here, we account

for both processes, and assess each effect separately.

To account for the first consequence, we first estimate the trend and acceleration from the tide-gauge record and its

uncertainty. We use annual-mean tide-gauge observations over 1970-2020, which is a compromise between having a long

record to robustly estimate the trend and acceleration and using a period where we can expect the long-term changes to be

driven by forced changes. Since about 1970, global-mean sea level has persistently accelerated with a fairly constant rate1 and

this rise has been attributed to be largely a consequence of greenhouse gas forcings47. First, we estimate and remove some of

the explainable unforced variability. We estimate the effects of zonal and meridional wind, surface pressure, and teleconnection

patterns on local sea level using linear regression. We use time series of the three teleconnection patterns (NAO, PDO and

MEI/Multivariate El Nino Index), and local pressure and wind stress anomalies from ERA5. We then compute the regression

coefficient between these time series and observed sea level using ordinary least squares. We then multiply the time series

with the regression coefficients and subtract them from the observations. This approach has been used in several previous

studies39, 48, and assumes that these parameters are not affected by forced changes in the climate system. After removing

these processes, we estimate the trend and acceleration from the time series. Since the regression model does not remove

all sources of variability, the residual still contains serially-correlated variability. Therefore, we assume that the resulting

time series can be described by a trend, acceleration, and first-order autoregressive process, which has been shown to be a

suitable description of annual-mean sea level variability49. We estimate the autoregressive properties, the resulting trend and

acceleration, and their uncertainties using the Hector software34. We then extrapolate the trajectory up to 2050. To assess the

uncertainties, we generate a 5000-member ensemble of extrapolations, each of which has a perturbed trend and acceleration,

based on their uncertainties. An example of this trajectory is shown in Figure 1: here, the blue line shows the annual-mean

tide-gauge observations, the black line shows the estimated trajectory, and the shaded area the uncertainty (90% confidence

interval) of the estimated trajectory, computed from the ensemble.

To account for the second consequence, we estimate the possible effects of unforced variability on the likely range of

future sea-level change. To do this, we generate 5000 realizations of random noise with the same autoregressive properties
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as observed sea level. Since this variability should account for the total expected variability, we generate the random noise

using the autoregressive model properties of observed sea level without subtracting the estimated unforced variability. We

then add the trajectories and the random variability to obtain an estimate of the likely range annual-mean of sea level up to

2050. The year 2050 has been chosen because on longer time scales, projections show a clear emissions-driven divergence17,

which implies that a simple extrapolation becomes less informative. The blue shading in Figure 1 shows this total range, which

indicates the 90% confidence interval of present and future annual-mean sea level under the assumptions that the long-term

changes are caught by the trajectory model and the unforced variability does not change. Figure 1 also shows a few individual

trajectory realizations (colored thin lines).

From the ensemble we can compute many statistical properties, such as the expected change in sea level relative to the

average over 2001-2020 for various years. Some are shown in the right panel of Figure 1. In this example, the expected

sea-level change in 2025, relative to the 2001-2020 mean, is about 5 cm, but due to the uncertainties in the trajectory and the

presence of unforced variability, the likely total range will be between 0 and 10 cm. Hence, due to unforced variability, zero

observed sea-level change in 2025 relative to the 2001-2020 mean is still within the likely range when sea level keeps following

the present trajectory. On the other hand, a rise of 10 cm in 2025 also does not imply sea level has changed its trajectory. The

further ahead in time, the uncertainties become larger, and the uncertainties in the trajectory become the largest contributor to

the total variability.
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